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User information security behavior has been an area of growing demand in information systems
(IS) research. Unfortunately, most of the previous research done in user information security
behavior have been in broad contexts, therefore creating a gap in the literature of similar research
that focuses on specific emerging technologies and trends. With the growing reliance on mobile
devices to increase the flexibility, speed and efficiency in how we work, communicate, shop,
seek information and entertain ourselves, it is obvious that these devices have become data
warehouses and platform for data in transit.
This study was an empirical and quantitative study that gathered data leveraging a web-survey.
Prior to conducting the survey for the main data collection, a Delphi study and pilot study were
conducted. Convenience sampling was the category of nonprobability sampling design used to
gather data. The 7-Point Likert Scale was used on all survey items. Pre-analysis data screening
was conducted prior to data analysis. The Partial Least Square Structural Equation Modeling
(PLS-SEM) was used to analyze the data gathered from a total of 390 responses received.
The results of this study showed that perceived threat severity has a negative effect on protection
motivation, while perceived threat susceptibility has a positive effect on protection motivation.
Contrarily, the results from this study did not show that perceived response cost influences
protection motivation. Response efficacy and mobile self-efficacy had a significant positive
influence on protection motivation. Mobile device security usage showed to be significantly
influenced positively by protection motivation. This study brings additional insight and
theoretical implications to the existing literature. The findings reveal the PMT’s capacity to
predict user behavior based on threat and coping appraisals within the context of mobile device
security usage. Additionally, the extension of the PMT for the research model of this study
implies that mobile devices users also can take recommended responses to protect their devices
from security threats.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Background
Mobile devices are transforming the way we collect, process, and store data. While
the growth in their use can be attributed to the convenience they offer, mobile device users,
however, face data theft and breaches as they rely more on these emerging technologies for
task performance and everyday experiences. Mobile device user behavior has been cited as a
significant factor for these data breaches. Zahadat, Blessner, Blackburn, and Olson (2015)
pointed out that data breach is a significant problem and a major factor of information
security violation, because of users’ failure to adhere to best security practices when using
personal mobile devices.
According to Goode, Hoehle, Venkatesh, and Brown (2017), the Verizon Business
2015 report revealed that a minimum of five major data breach incidents occur each day. The
Ponemon Institute study in 2015 also revealed that data breaches occurred either due to
insider user negligence or deliberate attempts, which have resulted in costs beyond $4 million
for victimized organizations (Tyler, 2016). In an earlier Ponemon Institute 2013 industry
survey report, it indicated that more than 40 percent data breaches are as a result of user
negligence and non-compliance with security policies (Johnston, Warkentin, & Siponen,
2015). The Verizon 2013 annual data breach report also noted that “29% (percent) of the data
breaches investigated were found to have leveraged social tactics, the human factor in
circumventing data security” (Thompson, Ravindran, & Nicosia, 2015, pp. 320-321).
As mobile device usage through personal ownership and corporate deployment
expands, the information security behavior of its users is becoming an important area of
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focus for organizations alike. The need to understand the information security behavior of
computing systems users is not a new phenomenon. As stated by Ög˘ütçü, Testik, and
Chouseinoglou (2016), “even the best technology that can be used to mitigate numerous IS
security problems cannot work successfully unless the people in organizations do the right
thing” (p. 83).
The challenge of protecting data from breaches is further compounded by the growth
in mobile device usage which makes data more dispersed and easily available to both
authorized and unauthorized persons. Warkentin, Johnston, Walden, and Straub (2016) noted
that the increase in the use of personal mobile devices for work was also to account for the
possibilities in data breaches due to the inability of users to follow security rules, either due
to complacency or ignorance. As the security challenges presented by mobile devices and the
need for secure user behavior has become more apparent, this research study intended to
understand the factors that contribute to the information security usage of mobile device
users. Previous studies have generally looked into user security behavior in information
systems. However, a published study that researched mobile device security usage of mobile
device users by determining the effects of perceived threat severity, perceived threat
susceptibility, perceived response costs, response efficacy, mobile self-efficacy, and
protection motivation has not been found.
Problem Statement
There have been numerous studies done on user information security behavior.
However, these previous studies, hence the existing literature, focus more broadly on
computing systems and security, thereby leaving a vacuum for similar research that focuses
on specific emerging technology trends and their associated security threats. This study was
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an attempt to fill that gap by investigating the information security behavior of mobile device
users in the context of data breach. Mobile devices certainly pose security challenges not
common to traditional stationary computing systems, hence differences in the user behavior
towards their security.
As pointed out by Tu, Turel, Yuan, and Archer (2015), mobile devices present unique
risks that can lead to adverse outcomes, which explains the need for users to take special
measures to reduce or prevent them. According to He, Chan, and Guizani (2015), the security
principles of mobile devices are different compared to conventional computing systems,
necessitating a different user security approach. Understanding the user behavior of mobile
device users is highly important. Tu and Yuan (2012) pointed out that, mobile devices are
more susceptible to data breaches than traditional computing systems as their mobility means
data is carried everywhere and plugged into different insecure networks. O’Neill (2014) and
Tu et al. (2015) posited that the size of mobile devices makes them easy to take everywhere
and they can easily get lost or stolen, thereby leading to the possibility of data loss through
unauthorized access to the numerous data wielding applications on the devices. Additionally,
Das and Khan (2016) noted that besides the possibility of losing mobile devices and the data
they carry, mobile device users themselves expose them to risks of breach by connecting
them to unsecure and vulnerable public networks.
Mobile devices have less security and data protection compared to computer systems
that are stationed (Ben-Asher et al., 2011). Oberheide and Jahanian (2010) in an earlier study
pointed out that malware and spyware detection through behavioral detection engines on
mobile devices are inadequate. Compared to conventional computing systems, it is more
difficult to effectively implement anti-malware and anti-spyware on mobile devices because
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of their limited software platforms and this exposes them easily to malware and spyware
(Oberheide & Jahanian, 2010). Mobile device software platforms are sometimes obscure and
locked to mobile carriers which makes it challenging and difficult for mobile device users to
update their anti-malware, anti-virus and firewall software, consequently exposing them to
vulnerabilities that can lead to data breaches (Oberheide & Jahanian, 2010). In a study on
mobile security, Li and Clark (2013) noted that mobile devices have become more vulnerable
to data breach because users are significantly relying on numerous mobile applications which
have the tendency to expose the devices to malicious codes. Oberheide and Jahanian (2010)
found that attackers prefer more to engage in data breach attempts through malicious
applications, and mobile devices present the vulnerable platform needed. Mobile device users
often bear the responsibility to secure their own devices due to personal ownership,
compared to enterprises equipped with better security tools for protecting stationary
computing systems (Tu & Yuan, 2012). This phenomenon leaves mobile devices less
protected and more vulnerable to data breach. As Leavitt (2011) pointed out, mobile
encryption software for instance remains scarce than those for traditional computers, and the
few available are difficult to find and unaffordable for users.
Willison and Warkentin (2013) and Crossler et al. (2013) mentioned that research in
user information security behavior have generally always been high in demand. However, the
few attempts made at research in information security and mobile devices together have
looked into other issues rather than the security behavior of mobile device users. Some of the
few studies around mobile devices are the works done by Keith, Thompson, Hale, Lowry,
and Greer (2013) on information disclosure through location-based services on mobile
devices, and the study by Allam, Flowerday, and Flowerday (2014) on smartphone
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information security awareness. Lee, Warkentin, Crossler, and Otondo (2016) utilized the
theory of planned behavior (TPB) to study user attitude in relation to their participation in a
program that encourages the use of personal mobile devices for work. The technology
acceptance model (TAM) and the theory of reasoned action (TRA) was relied upon by
Lebek, Degirmenci, and Breitner (2013) to examine employee perceived concerns and
perceived benefits, and its impact on their attitude towards using mobile devices.
The growing popularity and usage of mobile devices as the paramount computing tool
for different activities cannot be understated (Kuznekoff & Titsworth, 2013). This is evident
in how the majority of previous research attempts on mobile devices have focused on how
users are leveraging mobile devices in unconventional ways and in areas such as: learning
(Martin & Ertzberger, 2013), healthcare (Boruff, & Storie, 2014), and finance (Fenu & Pau,
2015). Even though it is clear that mobile device users are utilizing them in a myriad of
ways, what still remains unexplored in the research on mobile devices is the information
security usage behavior of its users in the context of data breach.
The lack thereof, or minimal exploration in this area may be attributed to the
suggestion made by Alhogail, Mirza, and Bakry (2015) that within the information security
context, the human factor is complex to understand and manage because human behavior is
unpredictable. Nevertheless, the necessity for such a study has become more relevant as
vulnerabilities resulting from user behavior has become more commonly associated with
security incidents. Flores and Ekstedt (2016) noted that, the unpredictability of human
behavior makes it imperative to try to understand user information security behavior because
it has become the weakest link, and the focus of information security compromise.
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Dissertation Goal
With the rise in data breaches targeting mobile device users, there was an opportunity
to investigate the problem. The goal of this study was to verify, with empirical data, the
antecedent factors that contribute to the information security usage of mobile device users in
the context of data breach. Specifically, the purpose of the research was to determine the
effect of the independent variables - perceived threat severity, perceived threat susceptibility,
perceived response costs, response efficacy, mobile self-efficacy, and protection motivation
on the dependent variable - mobile device security usage, towards the protection of data from
breach. To accomplish this goal, this study proposed a research model and subsequent
hypotheses based on the relationships between the constructs used. The research model was
based on constructs from the protection motivation theory (PMT).
The rationale for leveraging the PMT is its potential to predict user security behavior
with emphasis on the cognitive processes that mediate change in them (Rogers, 1983).
Information security behavior and decisions of mobile device users are based on cognitive
and decision heuristics (Almuhimedi et al., 2015). Tsohou, Karyda, and Kokolakis (2015)
noted that cognitive factors influence users’ information security behavior and their
compliance or incompliance decisions.
Boss et al. (2015) and Posey et al. (2015), posited that the PMT is based on threat
appraisal and coping appraisal, and how these two components influence protection
motivation. Hence the PMT constructs adapted for the development of the research model
and the general purposes of study had perceived threat severity, perceived threat
susceptibility, perceived response costs, response efficacy, and mobile self-efficacy, as
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determinants of protection motivation, which directly influences mobile device security
usage.
Previous researchers have relied on modified versions of the PMT constructs
identified in this study to research the phenomena of user security behavior in various
contexts. Posey, Roberts, and Lowry (2015) utilized threat severity, threat vulnerability, selfefficacy, and response costs in their study on the impact of organizational commitment on
insiders’ security behavior. Threat severity, threat vulnerability, self-efficacy, and response
costs were adapted by Crossler and Bélanger (2014) in their study to develop a unified
security practices (USP) instrument. Johnston and Warkentin (2010) in their study on fear
appeals and information security behavior, used the PMT constructs of threat severity, threat
susceptibility, and self-efficacy to develop the fear appeals model (FAM). Also, in an earlier
study on how internet users can take more responsibility for their security behavior online,
LaRose, Rifon, and Enbody (2008) leveraged the PMT constructs of threat severity and
threat susceptibility to develop a framework for promoting safe online behavior.
The research model developed for this study has been presented as Figure 1. The
PMT, constructs, and justification for leveraging them have been elaborated upon in chapter
2 - literature review. The research study intended to measure these constructs through the use
of convenience sampling to collect data from a specific target group, and in this case, mobile
device users. The unit of analysis in this study was individuals and the cross-sectional
method was appropriate because there was no need for the collection of data at different
points in time.
Also, by analyzing the data that was collected, it was the intention of this study to
interpret the results and draw conclusions that will be useful to understanding the information
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security behavior of mobile device users. An additional goal of this study was that the
provision of recommendations will add to existing knowledge on mobile device security and
the protection of data on mobile devices.

Figure 1: Proposed Research Model
Research Question
Based on the constructs and elements that were leveraged for this study, the below
research question was developed:
RQ: What are the factors influencing the usage of mobile device security by users to
protect their data from breach?
Hypotheses
The research model which was based on this study’s foundational theory suggested
that perceived threat severity, perceived threat susceptibility, perceived response costs,
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response efficacy, and mobile self-efficacy are constructs that shape protection motivation,
which leads to mobile device security usage. Based on the proposed research model,
constructs relationships, and the research question, the highlighted hypotheses below were
proposed for this study.
Warkentin, Johnston, Walden, and Straub (2016) in a recent study on fear appeals and
the expectations of individuals behavior in security situations, noted that heightened threat
severity led individuals to assess the effectiveness of their responses in mitigating the threat.
As explained by Burns, Posey, Roberts, and Lowry (2017) in their recent research on how
users capitalize their cognitive abilities in information security threat and coping
mechanisms, they posited that a high level of perceived threat severity motivates users to
take measures to protect themselves. Janis (1967) in an earlier study contended that adaptive
response occurs when there is high level perception about threats, which then drives in users
a motivation to eventually behave in a manner consistent with behavior that reduces or gets
rid of the threat. Posey et al. (2015) asserted that threat severity influences users’ protection
motivation. Tu et al. (2015) also explained that users are likely to undertake adaptive
responses due to increased perceptions of threat severity. Adaptive response is explained by
Vance, Siponen, and Pahnila (2012) as the positive response appraised from the cognitively
mediating process in individuals when they perceive a threat. Based on this argument and
positive association between threat severity and protection motivation, the below hypothesis
was developed:
H1: The higher the perceived threat severity of data breaches, the higher the
protection motivation of mobile device users.
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When individuals perceive there is a high chance of being vulnerable to security
threats, they tend to assess how it can be mitigated and conversely if they perceive minimal
threat vulnerability or lack thereof, the response outcomes are negative (Herath & Rao,
2009). It can be deduced from Herath and Rao (2009) that the protection motivation by an
individual is based on the perceived vulnerability to the threat. Dang-Pham and
Pittayachawan (2015), argued that users are motivated to protect themselves if they perceive
susceptibility to threats. Posey et al. (2015) considered threat susceptibility to be a “major
component in the threat appraisal process and overall formation of insiders’ protection
motivation” (p. 14). According to Workman et al. (2008), the perception of being vulnerable
to threat leads to an assessment of coping appraisals that motivates users to protect
themselves. This assertion was supported by Gutteling, Terpstra, and Kerstholt (2017) that
when users perceive high threat susceptibility, they are motivated to undertake adaptive
responses they are confident will protect them from the threat. Johnston and Warkentin
(2010) in an earlier study pointed out that adaptive response is motivation or desire to
undertake behavior that will positively protect one from threat. Vance et al. (2012) also
emphasized that adaptive response towards threat is considered positive. With this
background it can be deduced that there is a positive association between threat susceptibility
and protection motivation. Based on this argument, the below hypothesis was proposed:
H2: The higher the perceived threat susceptibility of data breaches, the higher the
protection motivation of mobile device users.
Posey et al. (2015) explained response cost as the perceived drawbacks such as
expenses, disruptions, difficulties, and likely negative effects that users could incur if they
undertake protective actions. In an earlier study, Herath and Rao (2009) noted that high
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response cost negatively influences protection motivation. Herath and Rao (2009) added that
it had been cited by employees for their lack of desire to adapt security practices as it restricts
and impedes the routine flow of operational processes. Palardy, Greening, Ott, Dolderby, and
Atchinson (1998) had also revealed earlier that response costs have a negative impact on
protection motivation. Crossler and Bélanger (2014) posited that as “response cost goes up,
the likelihood of performing the adaptive coping response goes down” (p. 7). Response cost
drives users towards maladptive responses, and as noted by Posey et al. (2015), it reduces the
desire of users to perform adaptive response measures. Maladptive responses according to
Vance et al. (2012), is the negative response appraised from the cognitively mediating
process in individuals when they perceive a threat. Bolkan and Goodboy (2016), noted that
even if an individual believes there exists a strong ability to cope, a high response cost drives
that individual away from adaptive responses. Based on this argument and the noted negative
association between response cost and protection motivation, the below hypothesis was
proposed:
H3: The higher the perceived response cost to mitigate data breaches, the lower the
protection motivation of mobile device users.
Rogers (1975) in the seminal study that birthed the PMT described response efficacy
as the degree to which a person is convinced that a proposed response will effectively
prevent a threat. Johnston and Warkentin (2010) also posited that response efficacy is the
level to which a person perceives the effectiveness of a response in mitigating a threat. Davis,
Bagozzi, and Warshaw (1989) posited that the most influential predictor of protection
motivation is response efficacy. Similarly, Posey et al. (2015) also asserted that response
efficacy plays a more significant role in forming protection motivation than the threat
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appraisal constructs. According to Johnston and Warkentin (2010), “moderate to high levels
of response efficacy are associated with positive inclinations of threat mitigation whereby a
recommended response is enacted” (p. 553). Posey et al. (2015) in their study on insider’s
motivation to protection information assets found that response efficacy has a strong positive
relationship with protection motivation. Based on this argument and the noted positive
association between response efficacy and protection motivation, the below hypothesis was
proposed:
H4: The higher the response efficacy to mitigate data breaches, the higher the
protection motivation of mobile device users.
Bandura (1986) posited that self-efficacy is founded in social cognitive theory and it
is “people’s judgments of their capabilities to organize and execute courses of action required
to attain designated types of performances” (p. 391). Keith, Babb, Lowry, Furner, and
Abdullat (2015) pointed out that self-efficacy was researched earlier on within the area of
computer use and contextualized as computer self-efficacy (CSE). Hardin, Chang, and Fuller
(2008) citing Marakas, Yi, and Johnson (1998) emphasized that self-efficacy as a construct
must be developed to reflect the computing context within which it is used. Thus,
contextualization of the self-efficacy construct into an ‘internet self-efficacy’ construct in a
study on electronic service acceptance (Hsu & Chiu, 2004). Wang, Lin, and Luarn (2006)
also stressed that self-efficacy is applicable in the context of mobile computing. Keith et al.
(2015) added that adopting a mobile self-efficacy construct presents a more rigorous
approach to understanding the protection behavior of mobile device users. In the case of
mobile computing, it can be deduced from Chan et al. (2006) that mobile self-efficacy will
lead mobile device users to develop an intention to protect their devices. Posey et al. (2015)
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posited that self-efficacy is a high significant predictor of protection motivation in numerous
and different contexts. Protection motivation was found to be the best measure of intent
(Posey et al., 2015). Johnston and Warkentin (2010) in the study on fear appeals determined
that self-efficacy is a direct determinant of intent. Self-efficacy was found to have a
significant positive impact on intent (Johnston & Warkentin, 2010). Based on this argument
and the noted positive association between mobile self-efficacy and protection motivation,
the below hypothesis was proposed:
H5: The higher the mobile self-efficacy to mitigate data breaches, the higher the
protection motivation of mobile device users.
Protection motivation is the “intervening variable that has the typical characteristics
of a motive: it arouses, sustains and directs activity” (Rogers, 1975, p. 98). In a further
explanation of protection motivation, Rogers (1983) posited that protection motivation is the
variable that drives change in behavior. Pahnila, Siponen, and Mahmood (2007) found that
the stronger the intent to comply with security policies, the higher the likelihood of actual
compliance. Based on Palardy et al. (1998), Herath and Rao (2009) noted that behavior has
also been considered as an extension or dependent variable of protection motivation.
Johnston and Warkentin (2010) citing Rogers (1983) asserted that when threat appraisals and
coping appraisals are at moderate-to-high levels, an individual’s protection motivation is
equally increased, thereby significantly influencing actual behavior. Furthermore, Posey et al.
(2015) pointed out that protection motivation is a very significant predictor of adaptive
behavior. It can be deduced from the assertion by Posey et. al (2015) that the impact of
protection motivation on behavior is not only significant but positively so. Based on this
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argument and the noted positive association between protection motivation and mobile
device security usage, the below hypothesis was proposed:
H6: The higher the protection motivation of mobile device users, the more likely
their mobile device security usage.
Relevance and Significance
This research focused on how understanding the information security behavior of
mobile device users can help bring some clarity to data compromise, and also determine
ways to better manage and protect data on mobile devices. The research drew on insights
from information systems theories, credible and valid data that was critically analyzed
quantitatively to shed light on trends. The findings were expected to help answer key
questions for both academia and practice. Hence its significance was further stated as
follows:
First, highlights the growing need for IS researchers to understand how the
personalization and mobility of emerging and trending technologies brings with it, perceived
threats such as data breach. Some researchers have argued that developments such as the use
of personal mobile devices in some work places are the pervasive risks to data privacy
(Junglas, Johnson, & Spitzmüller 2008). Since this study focused on mobile devices and data
breach, it provides the foundation for an alternative explanation to how users of mobile
devices should behave to ensure the security of their data.
Also, it is important for IS researchers to understand that protecting data would still
be at the mercy of individual users regardless of the numerous data protection tools deployed
on devices. As argued by Johnston and Warkentin (2010), “technology and related
procedures are not sufficient in achieving the required sense of security: people must be
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motivated to utilize the available security technology and consistently perform the necessary
procedures” (p. 2010). Thus, the more personalized data carrying assets become through the
utilization of mobile devices for a wider array of activities, the more dependent data
protection would be on user behavior. This study brings further understanding to what
motivates mobile device users to protect data assets from threats such as data breach. In
doing so, this study highlights the psychological process that leads to mobile device usage
with regard to information security.
Furthermore, while several studies have argued for the use of persuasion and
motivation in the promotion of safe security practices, it is still a challenge to identify what
exactly will get users to really observe and practice them (Johnston, Warkentin, & Siponen,
2015). The use of protection motivation theory (PMT) in this study to develop a proposed
research model that looks into mobile device security usage brings additional insight to past
studies. This study also contributes knowledge to a key area in user information security
behavior and one of ongoing debate: what motivates users to take protective initiatives over
data assets to prevent data breach. This study’s aim was to highlight and inform whether the
perceptions of threat when enhanced, spurs secure behaviors.
There has also been the discussion of user autonomy in some research studies.
Warkentin and Willison (2009) pointed out that the vulnerability of systems is more
significant when the user wields greater decision making. This study therefore adds to
previous studies as it explored actual usage of security by mobile device users to protect data,
whereby users mostly have autonomy over data assets which are their personal mobile
devices. Mobile device users are struggling with how to properly and effectively manage the
growing sophisticated security risks to their information assets. Ög˘ütçü and Testik (2016)
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argued that the behavior of humans in securing information assets goes beyond deploying
technology and as such, the need for steps that take into consideration conscious elements
such as user behavior. Alhogail et al. (2015) also posited that “while information security
management activities comprise processes and procedures, it seems that there are a number
of critical human factors that ensure a secure environment is developed and maintained” (p.
201).
Finally, this study’s proposed research model which was based on a critical review of
theoretical literature and constructs in itself adds to literature that can be relied upon by other
future research.
Barriers and Issues
The determination of a mobile device user’s information security behavior will have
to be based on a definition of what user information security behavior is, and an approach
developed to measure it. The complex nature of human behavior itself can make this difficult
since people exhibit different behaviors based on multiple factors and as such are
unpredictable. For example, a mobile device user from a corporate environment may find the
idea of data breach more catastrophic than a student mobile device user. Although data
breach remains a concern for both users, the severity level each one of them places on data
breach may be different therefore leading to different information security behaviors.
The ability to reach a sizeable number of participants for a survey can be a
challenging task. This study leveraged a web-based survey, specifically Google Forms to
reach the participants. There are several benefits of conducting a web-based survey over the
traditional method. For the purpose of this study, it enabled the participation of mobile device
users in different locations in the United States of America who in a traditional method
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would have been difficult to reach, and it also made the data collection easy and less time
consuming (Wright, 2005).
Assumptions
Assumption according to Ellis and Levy (2009) is “what the researcher accepts as
true without a concrete proof” (p. 331). The assumptions of this study were that: 1) the
participants included in the survey would be sincere and forthright when responding to the
survey questions; and 2) each participant in the survey has used mobile devices for a
considerable period of time.
Limitations
This study leveraged an online survey, also known as web-based survey. Rea and
Parker (2014) pointed out that web-based surveys have a limitation of self-selection bias.
Prospective respondents who feel they can appropriately complete a web-based survey and
have knowledge of the subject matter may be the only ones who complete it. This impacts
the generalization of the research in terms of the general population.
Delimitations
Measuring variables is not an easy exercise and as such the survey for this study kept
the questions in scope and not complicated to make participants reluctant from taking the
survey (Rea & Parker, 2014). The use of convenience sampling as the sample design further
helped to achieve this. The scope of this research was also restrictive to information security
behavior as it relates to mobile device users. Houston and Tran (2001) pointed out that “the
problem facing researchers is how to encourage participants to respond, and then to provide a
truthful response in surveys” (p. 70). Thus, the survey instrument developed for this study
was simple and could be completed under fifteen minutes (Rea & Parker, 2014).
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Summary
Following the background given on the area of the research, the introductory chapter
centered on a research worthy problem within the field of information systems, and to be
specific, the information security usage behavior of mobile device users in the context of data
breach. The problem statement identified and elaborated on the specific problem to be
investigated, why it is a problem, the way this problem has transformed overtime, and also
pertinent occurrences preceding this problem. The problem statement was followed by the
identification of the clear goal of this study. There was the presentation of a research question
that gives an indication of the areas in the literature that was relied upon in this study. Based
on the research question there were hypotheses and a proposed research model. The proposed
research model was based on the PMT constructs of perceived threat severity, perceived
threat susceptibility, perceived response costs, response efficacy, mobile self-efficacy, as
determinants of protection motivation which leads to mobile device security usage. The
relevance and significance of this study was presented to further elaborate on the need to
investigate the identified problem, previous attempts made at resolving the problem, and the
significant difference in contribution this study will make towards the resolution of the
problem. Also, barriers and issues that were faced in this study’s attempt at proposing a
solution to the problem identified were presented. Finally, assumptions, limitations and
delimitations of the research were highlighted to show the scope of this study.
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Chapter 2
Review of the Literature
Overview
Information security has over the years been addressed from perspectives such as the
technical design of security mechanisms, and often times as well, the socio-technical
treatments of the topic. Research on user information security behavior is growing in demand
because of the growth in security breaches involving both deliberate and accidental human
behavior (Willison & Warkentin, 2013). User behavior in information security however, is a
complex area of research because it is not easy pointing to one standard definition of what
constitutes intended system user behavior. Alhogail et al. (2015) pointed out that intended
user behavior cannot easily be predicted and is complex to manage.
The literature review in this study focused on synthesizing literature from other
research works and sources that have attempted to examine the user behavior aspect of
information security. The literature review in examining previous studies for their constructs,
theories, contributions, limitations, and gaps, also analyzed the research methodologies used.
The chapter aimed to understand data breach and also the factors at play in the information
security behavior of mobile device users.
Theoretical Foundation
The PMT was first developed by Rogers (1975) as a framework to provide clarity to
the understanding of fear-appeals. It was later revised by Rogers (1983) to provide a more
general perspective of the impact of persuasion communication with emphasis on the
cognitive processes that mediate behavior change. According to Floyd, Prentice-Dunn, and
Rogers (2000), “the protection motivation concept involves any threat for which there is an
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effective recommended response that can be carried out by the individual” (p. 409). PMT
shows that individuals’ protection motivation is based on perceived threats to themselves and
their surroundings, and individuals cope with threats based on two processes: appraising the
threat, and a coping appraisal in which the options to reduce or mitigate the threats are
assessed (Herath & Rao, 2009).
The rationale for leveraging the PMT is its potential to predict users desire to protect
themselves, with emphasis on the cognitive processes that mediate change in behavior
(Rogers, 1983). According to Almuhimedi et al. (2015), the information security behavior
and decisions of mobile device users are based on cognitive and decision heuristics (p. 1).
Tsohou, Karyda, and Kokolakis (2015) noted that cognitive factors affect the information
security behavior of system users, and that it influences their compliance or incompliance
decisions. Boss et al. (2015) and Posey et al. (2015), posited that PMT is based on threat
appraisal and coping appraisal, and how these two components influence the creation
security related behaviors.
This study was a survey-based research and as such there were constructs identified
based on the foundational theory. The PMT constructs leveraged for the purposes of this
study were: perceived threat severity, perceived threat susceptibility, perceived response
costs, response efficacy, mobile self-efficacy, protection motivation, and mobile device
security usage. Furthermore, to point out the rationale for the scope of literature reviewed for
this study, each of the constructs used have been separately defined and elaborated upon
below:
Perceived threat severity: Johnston and Warkentin (2010) defined threat severity
simply as the level of seriousness of the threat. Herath and Rao (2009), also defined threat
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severity as the “degree of harm associated with the threat” (p. 111). Both definitions are in
line with an earlier definition by Witte and Allen (2000) that threat severity is the “magnitude
of harm expected from the threat” (p.529). According to Coa, Chen and Wang (2014) users’
perceived threat severity is the expected outcome of the risks they encounter and their belief
of the seriousness such changes could cause. According to Junglas, Johnson, and Spitzmüller
(2008) the perceived threat severity by users which come with it the motivation for protection
is cognitive, basically reliant on the personal psychological makeup of users. A major tenet
of PMT is that the individual must perceive a certain level of threat to respond (Rogers,
1983).
Perceived threat susceptibility: threat susceptibility is defined by Witte and Allen
(2000) as the “degree to which one feels at risk for experiencing the threat” (p. 592).
According to Herath and Rao (2009), threat susceptibility is the “probability of the threat
occurring” (p. 111). Johnston and Warkentin (2010) defined it as the probability of an
individual personally encountering a threat. Cao, Chen and Wang (2014) posited that
perceived threat susceptibility is the amount of vulnerabilities that the users feel exists and
the likelihood of exposure their systems are to threats. The construct motivates users to
protect themselves and this is an essential human characteristic and part of our psychological
makeup, which even leads some research to claim that the urgency to protect ourselves is
biologically motivated (Junglas, Johnson, & Spitzmüller, 2008).
Perceived response costs: according to Fry and Prentice-Dunn (2005), perceived
response cost is the “social, physical and monetary expenses of performing the recommended
response” (p. 288). It is further explained by Herath and Rao (2009) as the beliefs regarding
the cost that comes with performing the recommended response. In terms of information
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security, this would be the cost incurred by the user complying with security policies.
Crossler and Bélanger (2014) citing Lee, Fan, Miller, Stolfo, and Zadok (2002) posited that
security countermeasures are avoided when the cost involved is more than the severity of the
threat. Herath and Rao (2009) pointed out that response cost negatively affects user attitude
towards policies and especially in information security, users find security practices to be
hindrances to their routine. Also, Post and Kagan (2007) in their study on access controls
revealed that users did not embrace certain strong information security measures as they
found them to be response cost which are detrimental to organizational creativity and
restricts the flexibility of routine operations. Rogers (1975) in the seminal study that birthed
PMT, posited that the costs of performing a certain behavior, such as time lost or heightened
burden if high would hinder the performance of adaptive responses.
Response efficacy: according to Posey et al. (2015), “response efficacy is the
perception that the recommended coping strategies can successfully attenuate the threat” (p.
15). Crossler and Belanger (2014) in a study on individual security behaviors described
response efficacy as “an individual’s confidence that a recommended behavior will prevent
or mitigate the threatening security event” (p. 8). The construct varies in terms of the level of
adaptability, from maladaptive to adaptive. Adaptive response is defined by Johnston and
Warkentin (2010) as the outcome of some degree of fear arousal (threat) that induces a
“motivation for behavior consistent with alleviating the threat” (p. 551). Adaptive response is
explained by Vance, Siponen, and Pahnila (2012) as the positive response appraised from the
cognitively mediating process in individuals when they perceive a threat. Vance et al. (2012)
further noted that employee compliance with information security policies is a representation
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of adaptive response. Adaptive response generates positive outcomes for users. Shillair et al.
(2015) posited that adaptive response is perceived to protect users from threats.
Maladaptive response according to Rippetoe and Rogers (1987) is when users
perceive threats due to the unavailability of a useful coping response and undertake activities
that minimizes the fear the threat poses without necessarily tackling the risk fundamentally.
The definition of maladptive responses is considered by Vance et al. (2012) as the negative
response appraised from the cognitively mediating process in individuals when they perceive
a threat. Vance et al. (2012) posited that employee non-compliance with information security
policies is a representation of maladaptive responses. In addition, Shillair et al. (2015) noted
that maladptive response drives users to take no action or when they do, leads to higher
levels of threats. Warkentin, Johnston, Walden, and Straub (2016) in a recent research about
fear appeals posited that “maladaptive responses serve to neutralize fear by rejecting the fear
appeal” (p. 196).
Mobile self-efficacy: according to Bandura (1986), self-efficacy is founded in social
cognitive theory and it is “people’s judgments of their capabilities to organize and execute
courses of action required to attain designated types of performances” (p. 391). Similarly,
Huffman, Whetten, and Huffman (2013) posited that self-efficacy is the perception people
have of themselves to be able to execute certain actions satisfactorily. An earlier definition of
self-efficacy by Bandura (1982) is more appreciated as it includes ‘behavior’, a variable that
underlines the security usage of mobile device users. Bandura (1982) defined self-efficacy as
“generative capability in which cognitive, social and behavioral sub-skills must be organized
into integrated courses of action to serve innumerable purpose” (p. 142). The value of the
definition by Bandura (1982) for this study is elaborated upon by Keith et al. (2015) as they
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noted that self-efficacy has an effect on behavioral change. Bandura (2012) noted in a more
current study that actual behavior was found to be influenced by self-efficacy.
Protection motivation: protection motivation is the result of the two processes of
threat appraisal and coping appraisal, and it is defined by Rogers (1975) as an “intervening
variable that has the typical characteristics of a motive: it arouses, sustains and directs
activity” (p. 98). Rogers (1983) further explained protection motivation as the single
mediating construct between adaptive response and threat appraisal, and coping appraisal.
According to Witte et al. (1996), protection motivation is the main purpose of PMT but the
process does not end there as it predicts behavior. Protection motivation is the result of the
cognitive appraisal of threat appraisal and coping appraisal (Herath & Rao, 2009). Posey et
al. (2015) asserted that the “PMT appraisal processes is a motivational force termed
protection motivation” (p. 7).
Mobile device security usage: as the dependent variable that was used in this study,
the actual use of mobile device security features and components was the measurement for
this construct. It was ascertained utilizing questions, and survey items to assess whether
mobile device users employ adequate security features not limited to anti-virus, antimalware, backup, firewall, checks for and implementation of software and operating system
updates, and strong authentication (Claar & Johnson, 2012).
Past Literature and Identification of Gaps
Previous behavioral information security research mostly lack an explicit inclusion of
actual security use as the dependent construct in their models. Its minimal use in previous
information systems research focusing on user information security behavior has created a
gap in the literature and a lack of understanding. In exploring the use of mobile device
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security usage as a dependent construct in this study to explain mobile device user
information security behavior, the options of including perceived threat severity, perceived
threat susceptibility, perceived response costs, response efficacy, mobile self-efficacy, and
protection motivation were considered.
Threat severity, fear, and response costs were utilized by Posey, Roberts, and Lowry
(2015) in their study on the impact of organizational commitment on insiders’ security
behavior. Posey et al. (2015) found that threat severity, fear, and response costs became more
significantly related with protection motivation when organizational commitment was at high
levels, and not just in the general sense. Based on this finding, Posey et al. (2015) concluded
that the PMT constructs is beneficial when used to give meaning to the cognitive,
motivational, and past sequence of behavior of users with high organizational commitment
rather than low commitment.
Crossler and Bélanger (2014) adapted threat severity, threat vulnerability, and
response costs in their study to develop a unified security practices (USP) instrument. The
development of the USP was based on the opinion that measuring multiple security behaviors
rather than one, better reflects the measures users should take to protect their information
assets. Crossler and Bélanger (2014) noted that perceived threat severity influenced the USP
positively, whilst perceived threat vulnerability was negative, and response cost had no
strong relation with the USP. It is worth pointing out that these findings were impacted by
the reliance of Crossler and Bélanger (2014) on actual behaviors for the USP and nontechnical individuals working in non-technically intensive fields as survey participants. Past
findings by Woon, Tan, and Low (2005), Kumar, Park, and Subramaniam (2008) and Herath
and Rao (2009b) have shown that when the information security knowledge and technical
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level of users work industry is low, perceived vulnerability does not significantly influence
their security behavior. These findings therefore suggest that a person’s security knowledge
plays a major role in their perceptions of security towards protection from data breach.
Nevertheless, the study by Crossler and Bélanger (2014) to determine individual security
behaviors leveraging PMT and a unified security practices (USP) instrument (USP) does not
consider actual user security behavior towards the rapidly changing technological landscape,
and information security risks. However, from a security perspective, changes in risks
determines actual security performance eventually (Johnston & Warkentin, 2010).
The constructs that were leveraged by Claar and Johnson (2012) in their study on
adoption behavior are severity and threat vulnerability. Contrary to the findings in the study
by Crossler and Bélanger (2014), Claar and Johnson (2012) in an earlier study found that
threat severity did not have a significant influence on user security behavior prior to the
threat happening, rather it was found to be impactful after incident occurrence. Also, Claar
and Johnson (2012) noted that threat vulnerability significantly influenced user security
behavior. It is worth noting that moderating variables of gender, age, education, and prior
experience with security incidents were used in the study to arrive at the findings. The study
by Claar and Johnson (2012) noted that fear had a major influence on behavior, and this was
missing in previous security adoption models.
The fear appeals model (FAM) developed by Johnston and Warkentin (2010) in their
study on fear appeals and information security behavior, used the PMT constructs of threat
severity, threat susceptibility, and behavioral intent. The new dimension the study presented
to the literature on behavioral security is its use of social influence as a construct. According
to Johnston and Warkentin (2010), its inclusion as a construct of FAM, expands previous
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constructs and theories such as social factors (Thompson, Higgins, & Howell, 1991), image
(Moore & Benbasat, 1991), and social norm which has been significant in past research
attempts at understanding user behavior from the lenses of the theory of reasoned action
(Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975), and the theory of planned behavior (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000).
Johnston and Warkentin (2010) used the development of FAM to highlight the importance of
behavioral intent but did not go further in testing actual use thereby leaving a gap for further
research. Also, in an earlier study on how internet users can take more responsibility for their
security behavior online, LaRose, Rifon, and Enbody (2008) leveraged the PMT constructs
of threat severity and threat susceptibility to develop a framework for promoting safe online
behavior.
Harris, Furnell, and Patten (2014) in a study which compared the security behavior of
IT and non-IT college students, and predominately non-security-focused IT professionals
noted that the “lack of policy and controls does not represent a problem if usage and behavior
with mobile devices are naturally aligned with security and protection” (p. 187). However,
the existence of such a situation is far from reality. Contrary to Harris et al. (2014), it was
noted by Tu et al. (2015) in their study on mobile user behavior in coping with the risk of
loss or theft that users do not naturally exhibit responsible security behaviors but tend to
leverage technical countermeasures. In a study to evaluate what influences changes in user
smartphone security behavior, van Bruggen (2013) posited that users make tradeoffs when
weighing different security behaviors. However, complacency and disregard for responsible
security behavior were noted as behaviors exhibited by most mobile device users (Mylonas,
Kastania, & Gritzalis, 2013).
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It is evident that there are gaps in the research on mobile device user security
behavior. Wang, Duon, and Chen (2016) pointed out that further research is needed on user
behavior and its applicability in securing the privacy of information on mobile devices.
Crossler et al. (2013) posited that efforts to understand user information security behavior
should consider behavior and shift the focus of research from technical issues. Additionally,
Kokolakis (2017) noted that there is the need for more research into the elements that can be
leveraged to influence the human factor in information security and privacy. Reviewing the
existing literature, there is ample evidence of the need for further research and an opportunity
for future research to build on the findings from this study.
Analysis of the Research Methods Used
Previous work in user security behavior, and also studies related to mobile device that
were reviewed for the purpose of this research used a varying array of research methods and
designs. Quantitative research methods including surveys, and experimental designs have
been leveraged, and qualitative research methods such as case studies, narratives and
interviews have also been used in some instances. From the prior studies reviewed, it was not
evident that mixed research methods are widely used in behavioral information security
research. Survey research and experiment was evidently the most utilized research method
for the prior studies reviewed for the purposes of this study. Posey, Roberts, and Lowry
(2015) in their study on the impact of organizational commitment on insiders’ security
behavior used a survey completed by 380 survey participants. In their study to develop a
unified security practices (USP) instrument, Crossler and Bélanger (2014) conducted an
online and paper-based survey with 324 participants involved. Claar and Johnson (2012) in
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their study on security adoption behavior used an internet-based survey to collect data from
311 participants.
Construct, content, and discriminant validity was established in almost each of the
studies reviewed. Few studies also conducted a partial least square (PLS) analysis to test their
structural models, the convergent and discriminant validity, and associated hypotheses.
Descriptive statistics, hence a determination of the mean, mode and median, as well as
inferential statistics was used in most of the studies. They also included tests such as
Cronbach’s alpha, good-fit, and regression analysis to further strengthen the validity and
reliability of their results. Most of the studies used the cross-sectional method instead of
longitudinal signifying that there was no need of collecting data at different points in time.
Mobile Device Data Breach
Lowry, Posey, Bennet, and Roberts (2015) pointed out that data breach can be a result
of deliberate user actions, negligence or accidental incidents. According to Goode, Hoehle,
Venkatesh, and Brown (2017), data breaches occur when there is a disruption in service due
to an unauthorized release of data or access of sensitive information by an external entity to
the organization. An earlier, and widely used explanation of data breach by Culnan and
Williams (2009) held that data breaches occur when personal information is accessed by
unapproved or unauthorized persons as a result of security vulnerabilities exploited by
hackers, lost mobile devices, unauthorized third parties and inappropriate information
disposal processes by organizations.
Data breach occurrences from mobile devices according to Romer (2014), could be a
non-issue if users control what applications they load on their devices. Similarly, Steiner
(2014) also proposed that leveraging authentication tokens could be a data breach solution
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for mobile devices. However, O’Neill (2014) argued that the security challenges of mobile
devices are more complex and the simple reason that they get lost and are stolen more often
than conventional computers makes the effort needed to protect them from data breach more
challenging. Li and Clark (2013) in a study on mobile security noted that mobile devices
have become more vulnerable to data breach as users rely more on mobile applications that
exposes them to malicious activities as they load them on inadequately insecure devices.
Synthesis of the Literature
The foundational theory that this study was based on is the PMT which was initially
developed as a fear-appeals framework by Rogers (1975) and later extended by Rogers
(1983) to include an understanding of cognitive factors that affect change in behavior. “The
purpose of PMT research is usually to persuade people to follow the communicator’s
recommendations; so, intentions indicate the effectiveness of the attempted persuasion”
(Floyd et al. 2000, p. 411). The PMT’s main independent constructs constitute two
components of the theory which are the threat appraisal and coping appraisal (Boss et al.,
2015). The theory’s dependent construct is best conceptualized by Floyd et al. (2000) as
protection motivation. Floyd et al. (2000) posited that “the protection motivation concept
involves any threat for which there is an effective recommended response that can be carried
out by the individual” (p. 409). This study did not only use the existing constructs from the
PMT theory but extended it by adding new constructs related to mobile device: mobile selfefficacy and mobile device security usage.
As the IS literature shows, there have been previous studies conducted on user
security behavior, but there is not a published research found that focused on mobile device
security usage of users by determining the effects of perceived threat severity, perceived
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threat susceptibility, perceived response costs, response efficacy, mobile self-efficacy, and
protection motivation. Continuous effort must be made to understand the information
security behavior of mobile device users to be able to adopt approaches that will direct them
in their efforts to protect data (Posey, Roberts, & Lowry, 2015). While the foundation for this
study was based on previous work in the area of user security behavior, it intended to extend
their findings by modifying them to investigate mobile device security usage behavior.
Summary
The literature review in this study highlighted and synthesized literature from other
previous research studies and sources that examined user security behavior. The literature
review delved into the foundational theory of this study which is the protection motivation
theory (PMT). It also attempted through the theory development to understand how the
constructs used in this study: perceived threat severity, perceived threat susceptibility,
perceived response costs, response efficacy, mobile self-efficacy, act as determinants of
protection motivation, which leads to mobile device security usage. In so doing, prior studies
that have leveraged the same constructs or adapted similar versions, were reviewed for their
findings, contributions and gaps. Also, the research methodology used by these previous
studies were reviewed in this chapter to highlight their validity and reliability for this study.
The overall aim of the review of literature was to bring new insights to the existing body of
knowledge as it attempts to understand the factors at play in the information security
behavior of mobile device users.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
Overview of Research Methodology/Design
Survey research was the research strategy used for this empirical study to assess how
the independent variables - perceived threat severity, perceived threat susceptibility,
perceived response costs, response efficacy, and mobile self-efficacy determines protection
motivation which influences the dependent variable - mobile device security usage. This
strategy was used because it allowed for the collection of quantitative data which was
statistically analyzed to test the hypotheses involving the above-mentioned variables.
The research strategy was based on a positivism philosophy or orientation because the
hypotheses could be tested based on facts through the appropriate use of theories and models
by previous researchers. Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill (2003) explained that a positivism
approach will mean a very structured methodology so that the study can be reproduced by
another researcher and it will also mean the application of quantitative observations that
permits data to be analyzed statistically. Positivism philosophy when adopted gives findings
that are based on firmer grounds than just mere opinions or intuition (Burns, 2000). This
study in a broad perspective aimed at revealing mobile device users’ security behavior in the
context of data breach. Putting it another way, it sought to establish not only a relationship
but predict the impact as well between the presented constructs.
Research Method
The primary data collection method used for this study was quantitative and to be
precise, a survey. For the purpose of this study, a web-based survey was designed. This
method of data collection was chosen because of its numerous benefits, making it appropriate
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for this study. Also, a large number of peoples’ views was needed, which made this method
ideal due to its ability to collect highly standardized information with the absence of bias
since the same questions are answered by all respondents.
Prior to conducting the survey for the main data collection, a Delphi study was
conducted. According to Skulmoski, Hartman, and Krahn (2007), a Delphi study is an
“iterative process to collect and distill the anonymous judgments of experts using a series of
data collection and analysis techniques interspersed with feedback” (p. 1). The rationale of
first conducting a Delphi study was to further validate the constructs used in the research by
seeking expert feedback and validation of the meanings and operationalizations of the
variables. According to Okoli and Pawlowski (2004), “the Delphi method can employ further
construct validation by asking experts to validate the researcher’s interpretation and
categorization of the variables” (p. 19). Okoli and Pawlowski (2004) pointed out four
benefits of using a Delphi method in IS research: 1) it helps researchers determine relevant
variables and develop hypotheses, 2) it helps reinforce the establishment of theory and
increase its generalizability, 3) it aids with comprehending the causal associations between
elements which is important in theory development, and 4) its adds to construct validity. The
Delphi study involved 11 subject matter experts (SMEs) familiar with mobile device security
use. The experts were tasked with reviewing and validating the content of each item. The
experts were also requested to recommend adjustments to the items. Gray and Hovav (2014)
explained that SMEs are usually qualified professionals knowledgeable in a particular
discipline and have adequate experience to speak with authority on matters of that discipline.
Sumsion (1998) posited that in a Delphi study, an agreement between 70% or more of the
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SMEs is considered a consensus. The issue of SMEs remaining anonymous as part of this
process was addressed.
The survey was in a non-contrived setting with minimal extent of interference since
the surveying of the selected mobile device users will happen in their natural environment.
The target population studied was individual mobile device users. The use of the individual
unit of analysis was ideal because of the overall goal of this study, which is to establish the
mobile device security usage of mobile device users. Sekaran and Bougie (2013) defined the
individual unit of analysis as “treating each employee’s response as an individual data
source” (p. 104). The cross-sectional method was appropriate for this study because there
was no need of collecting data at different points in time to be able to answer the research
question.
Instrument Development and Validation
The survey instrument for this study was a combination of adopting and adapting
some existing items and developing some of its own items for this study. Saunders et al.
(2003) suggested that adopting or adapting items is more efficient than developing items
yourself only if it enables you to gather the appropriate data needed to meet the demands of
the study. The items were structured in the simplest of language for easy understanding. This
gave respondents the ease and encouraged them to answer the questions. In the designing of
the survey, care was taken since it is not necessarily a scientific task where a rigid format has
to be followed, instead the target respondents would have to be highly considered and
factored into its design.
Interval scale was the level of measurement used to measure each of the following
variables in the survey items. Although the survey employed the Likert scale, which leans
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more towards an ordinal level of measurement, the actual level of measurement for this study
was however treated as interval because the scale that was used gave a clear interval between
them. The use of interval scale to measure each variable of survey items ensured that the
responses are easily quantifiable and can be readily analyzed quantitatively using statistical
tools. Also, this level of measurement ensured that the survey respondents were not coerced
into taking a position. Rather, it provided a level of agreement, disagreement or even
neutrality and indecisiveness.
The Likert-style rating scale, to be precise, a 7-point rating scale was used on all
survey items. Instrument reliability was tested because it is important that this study was
based on reliable data that is free from bias. Therefore, the Cronbach alpha test was
conducted to test the reliability of the items. Gay et al. (2009) suggested that when a study’s
survey instrument uses Likert scale, the Cronbach's alpha is a more useful option for
assessing the internal consistency reliability. The reliability processing result is considered an
acceptable significant level of reliability if the various variables each return a Cronbach’s
alpha of 0.7 or more. According to Gefen, Straub, and Boudreau (2000), 0.70 at least should
be achieved as it is the lower limit for Cronbach’s alpha internal consistency reliability in
confirmatory research. Rovai, Baker, and Ponton (2013) further explained that a factor
loading below 0.5 is regarded as a low Cronbach’s alpha coefficient, average for a coefficient
between 0.5 and 0.7, and above 0.7 is considered high.
The survey included the six major constructs identified for the purposes of this study:
1) perceived threat severity, 2) perceived threat susceptibility, 3) perceived response costs, 4)
response efficacy, 5) mobile self-efficacy, 6) protection motivation, and 7) mobile device
security usage. The items for measuring perceived threat severity and perceived threat
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susceptibility were adapted from Claar and Johnson (2012). The items for both constructs
“assess the degree to which individuals feel that it is likely they will experience the scenario
and assesses the impact to them were it to happen” (Boss, 2007, p. 75). The items for
perceived threat severity were measured on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from “1” = VeryLow Impact to “7” = Very-High Impact. The items for perceived threat susceptibility were
measured on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from “1” = Highly-Unlikely to “7” = HighlyLikely. The reliability test for the adapted items had a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.91 for perceived
threat severity and 0.92. for perceived threat susceptibility (Claar & Johnson, 2012). To
measure perceived response cost, a scale was adapted from Boss et. al (2015); Woon et al.
(2005). The items for perceived response cost was measured on a 7-point Likert scale
ranging from “1” = Strongly Disagree to “7” = Strongly Agree. The reliability measure for
the adapted items showed a 0.84 Cronbach’s alpha (Boss et al., 2015; Woon et al., 2005).
The response efficacy scale was adapted from Boss et al. (2015); Johnston and Warkentin
(2010). The reliability measure of the adapted items was a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.89 (Boss et
al., 2015; Johnston & Warkentin, 2010). The items for response efficacy was measured on a
7-point Likert scale ranging from “1” = Strongly Disagree to “7” = Strongly Agree. To
measure mobile self-efficacy, a scale was adapted from Claar and Johnson (2012). The items
for mobile self-efficacy was measured on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from “1” = Strongly
Disagree to “7” = Strongly Agree. The measure of reliability of the adapted items was a
Cronbach’s alpha of 0.94 (Claar & Johnson, 2012). The items for protection motivation was
adapted from Posey et al. (2015). The items for protection motivation was measured on a 7point Likert scale ranging from “1” = Strongly Disagree to “7” = Strongly Agree. The
reliability measure of the adapted items was a Cronbach’s alpha 0.64. Posey et al. (2015)
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pointed out that an alpha below 0.70 for protection motivation meets the requirements from
past studies and a lower alpha is usually the case when an instrument has fewer items.
Mobile device security usage was measured by adapting a scale from Claar and Johnson
(2012) and also self-developed items. The items for mobile device security usage was
measured on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from “1” = Never to “7” = Always. The reliability
measure of the adapted items was a 0.90 Cronbach’s alpha (Claar & Johnson, 2012).
The survey conducted for the purpose of this study was highly relevant in resolving
the hypotheses because it provided primary information on the various variables that make
up the hypotheses. Straub (1989) noted that for a research model to adequately test its
hypothesized relationships, the constructs must be properly operationalized. Also, it was
important to establish the reliability and validity of the items used in the constructs. The
items that were used for each construct can be found in Table 1.
Table 1
Constructs Items and Instrument Source
Constructs/Items

Description

Source

Perceived Threat
Severity

Please indicate the impact that each of these
scenarios would have on you if it would occur.

PTSE1

My mobile device becoming corrupted by a
virus.

PTSE2

My mobile device being taken over by a hacker. Claar and Johnson
(2012)

PTSE3

My sensitive personal data (bank account,
social security, etc..) being stolen from my
mobile device.

Claar and Johnson
(2012)

PTSE4

My data being lost due to a virus on my mobile
device.

Claar and Johnson
(2012)

Claar and Johnson
(2012)
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Constructs/Items

Description

Source

PTSE5

My mobile device downloading a virus or bug
infected application.

Claar and Johnson
(2012)

Perceived Threat
Susceptibility

Please indicate how likely you feel each scenario
will occur with your mobile device.

PTSU1

My mobile device becoming corrupted by a Claar and Johnson
virus.
(2012)

PTSU2

My mobile device being taken over by a hacker. Claar and Johnson
(2012)

PTSU3

My sensitive personal data (bank account, social Claar and Johnson
security, etc..) being stolen from my mobile (2012)
device.

PTSU4

My data being lost due to a virus on my mobile
device.

Claar and Johnson
(2012)

PTSU5

My mobile device downloading a virus or bug
infected application.

Claar and Johnson
(2012)

Perceived
Response Cost

Please indicate the degree to which you agree or
disagree with the following statements.

PC1

Using an anti-virus software on my mobile
device decreases the device’s convenience.

Boss et al. (2015);
Woon et al. (2005)

PC2

Using an anti-malware software on my mobile
device decreases the device’s convenience

Boss et al. (2015);
Woon et al. (2005)

PC3

Using an anti-virus software on my mobile
device involves too much work.

Boss et al. (2015);
Woon et al. (2005)

PC4

Using an anti-malware software on my mobile
device involves too much work.

Boss et al. (2015);
Woon et al. (2005)

PC5

Using an anti-virus software on my mobile
device requires considerable investment.

Boss et al. (2015);
Woon et al. (2005)

PC6

Using an anti-malware software on my mobile
device requires considerable investment.

Boss et al. (2015);
Woon et al. (2005)

PC7

Using an anti-virus software on my mobile
device is time consuming.

Boss et al. (2015);
Woon et al. (2005)
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Construct/Items

Description

Sources

PC8

Using an anti-malware software on my mobile
device is time consuming.

Boss et al. (2015);
Woon et al. (2005)

Response
Efficacy

Please indicate the degree to which you agree or
disagree with the following statements.

RE1

Using anti-virus software works to protect my
mobile device from data breach.

Boss et al. (2015);
Johnston and
Warkentin (2010)

RE2

Using anti-malware software works to protect
my mobile device from data breach.

Boss et al. (2015);
Johnston and
Warkentin (2010)

RE 3

Using an anti-virus software is effective to
protect my mobile device from data breach.

Boss et al. (2015);
Johnston and
Warkentin (2010)

RE4

Using an anti-malware software is effective to
protect my mobile device from data breach.

Boss et al. (2015);
Johnston and
Warkentin (2010)

RE5

Using an anti-virus software would more likely
protect my mobile device from data breach.

Boss et al. (2015);
Johnston and
Warkentin (2010)

RE6

Using an anti-malware software would more
likely protect my mobile device from data
breach.

Boss et al. (2015);
Johnston and
Warkentin (2010)

Mobile SelfEfficacy

Please indicate the degree to which you agree or
disagree with the following statements.

MSE1

I am confident of selecting the appropriate
security software to use on my mobile device.

Claar and Johnson
(2012)

MSE2

I am confident of selecting the appropriate
security settings on my mobile device.

Claar and Johnson
(2012)

MSE3

I am confident of correctly installing security
software on my mobile device.

Claar and Johnson
(2012)

MSE4

I am confident of easily finding information on
using security software on my mobile device.

Claar and Johnson
(2012)
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Constructs/Items

Description

Source

Protection
motivation

Please indicate the degree to which you agree or
disagree with the following statements.

PM1

I am motivated to protect my mobile device from Posey et al. (2015)
threats of data breach.

PM2

I am motivated to prevent threats of data breach Posey et al. (2015)
to my mobile device from being successful.

PM3

I am motivated to engage in activities that protect Posey et al. (2015)
my mobile device from threats of data breach.

Mobile Device
Security Usage

Please indicate the frequency you perform the
following tasks

MDSU1

I use a method to backup my mobile device (to Self-developed
PC, external hard drive, cloud, network storage,
etc…).

MDSU2

I use the firewall protection on my mobile
device.

Claar and Johnson
(2012)

MDSU3

I use an anti-virus software on my mobile
device.

Claar and Johnson
(2012)

MDSU4

I use an anti-malware software on my mobile
device.

Claar and Johnson
(2012)

MDSU5

I use password protection on my mobile device.

Self-developed

MDSU6

I use biometric protection on my mobile device.

Self-developed

MDSU7

I use software updates on my mobile device
whenever they are available.

Self-developed

MDSU8

I use operating system updates on my mobile
device whenever they are available.

Self-developed

To test the validity of the data used in this study, content validity was employed by
relying on expert judges such as information security professionals to attest that the measures
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and items used in the survey, are appropriately and adequately testing the concept. Gay,
Mills, and Airasian (2009) defined content validity as "the degree to which a test measures an
intended content area" (p. 155). Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer (2001) noted that content
validity is important because it eliminates items from measured variables relying on
understandable phenomena and does not lower the rigor of the instrument.
Construct validity was used to further testify the validity of the results of the survey
by showing that there is a convergence between constructs that theoretically are similar and
recognize a distinction from constructs that are not theoretically similar. Factor analysis was
used to test the convergent validity of the items and constructs. Convergent validity is "the
degree to which concepts that should be related theoretically are interrelated in reality."
(Trochim & Donnelly, 2008, p .68). Peter (1981) defined construct validity as “the degree of
correspondence between constructs and their measures” (p. 133). According to Trochim and
Donnelly (2008), construct validity is the “degree to which inferences can legitimately be
made from the operationalizations in your study to the theoretical constructs on which those
operationalizations are made" (p. 56). This study also established discriminant validity.
According to Henseler, Ringle, and Sarstedt (2015), “discriminant validity ensures that a
construct measure is empirically unique and represents phenomena of interest that other
measures in a structural equation model do not capture” (p. 116).
The survey was also pilot tested to ensure reliability. Arachilage and Love (2014)
explained that a pilot study is the test that precedes the main study to determine its validity
and correct identified errors. Based on the results from the pilot study, changes were made to
the survey by correcting mistakes and wording the items more clearly. Also, the pilot study
gave a general idea of how much time is needed for the completion of the survey. The pilot
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study was conducted with 20 participants to ensure the survey instrument developed is
reliable. Lewis-Beck and Liao (2014) suggested that conducting a pilot study supports other
tests of validity by helping to notice survey items that are complex.
Ethical consideration
The Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Nova Southeastern University was contacted
to get approval to conduct this study. The IRB requirements and standards for the collection
and handling of data were adhered to for the purpose of this study. It was made clear to
participants in the survey that their participation is voluntary, all information will be held
confidential, and only used for purposes of this study. Attention was paid to the ethical issue
of the need to take care in the designing of the survey by avoiding the inclusion of items that
seek private information such as name and job title because most participants would have
been reluctant to participate since anonymity would not have been kept. Similarly, the Delphi
study, that was conducted prior to the main survey for this research ensured the SMEs had
full anonymity. The survey also provided maximum comfort and anonymity by making it
impossible to identify who participated. “In the context of research, ethics refers to the
appropriateness of your behavior in relation to the rights of those who become the subjects of
your work or are affected by it” (Saunders et al., 2003, p. 129). The issue of respondents
remaining anonymous was reiterated in the survey and also this study’s importance and
significance made the respondents take the exercise seriously.
Population and Sample
The sampling frame for the research was the individual users from the target
population. The sample frame which is the representation of the elements in the population in
question for this research was drawn through the web-based survey. The current data at the
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time of the survey of the targeted population indicated the sample frame which was a
representation of the overall number of individual mobile device users. Nonprobability
sampling design was adopted since the choice subjects from the population to be studied was
not based on any probabilities.
Convenience sampling was the category of nonprobability sampling design used
because this study was looking to collect data from a specific target group, and in this case,
mobile device users. Specifically, judgment sampling was the type of purposive sampling
used as it was the ideal sampling design for reaching the subjects who voluntarily wanted to
participate in the survey. Thus, the use of judgment sampling was to collect information from
the individual mobile device users, who were inclined to participate in the survey study.
There were 1,310 online surveys sent to participants through email, social media platforms
and messaging applications. The total of 390 responses received was in the range of the 30%
to 40% anticipated response rate. There was no incentive given for participation in this study.
Johnston and Warkentin (2010) in their seminal study that proposed the fear appeals model,
achieved a response rate of 40% using an online survey without offering incentives.
Rogelberg and Stanton (2007) argued that “if a study does obtain a response rate well below
some industry or area standard, this does not automatically signify that the data obtained
from the research were biased” (p. 198). It is only through coercion that a 100% response rate
can be achieved (Rogelberg & Stanton, 2007). Baruch and Holtom (2008) corroborated the
argument by Rogelberg and Stanton (2007) noting that the average response rate for
published academic research is signiﬁcantly below100%.
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Pre-analysis Data Screening
Pre-analysis data screening to check for validity is important prior to data analysis.
Levy (2006), noted that “a pre-analysis data screening deals with the process of detecting
irregularities or problems with the collected data” (p. 150). As pointed out by Mertler and
Vannatta (2010), the rationale for pre-analysis data screening is to avoid incorrect results
from data analyzed. Through the use of web-based survey as the medium of data collection,
the possibility of mistakes during response transcription was avoided. Detecting and
eliminating responses that are of the same value for each survey item is another reason noted
by Levy (2003) for pre-analysis data screening. To address the response set-issue, this study
adopted the suggestion by Ferdousi and Levy (2010) by conducting a visual inspection to
eliminate items that show 100% of the responses having the same value.
The concern of losing or collecting partial data is another reason for pre-analysis data
screening which will help to increase validity (Sekaran, 2003). Hair, Black, Babin, and
Anderson (2010) also suggested that the effects of using incomplete data as a result of not
performing pre-analysis data screening can be significant. Pre-analysis data screening is
helpful for identifying multivariate outliers which can change results due to their exceptional
nature (Mertler & Vannatta, 2010). Mertler and Vannatta (2001) explained that multivariate
outliers are “cases with unusual combination of scores on two or more variables” (p. 27). As
suggested by Levy (2008), Mahalanobis Distance was used in this study to identify and
eliminate multivariate outliers. Levy (2006) explained that the Mahalanobis Distance
“evaluates the distance of each case from the centroid of the remaining cases, where the
centroid is created by the means of all the variables in that analysis” (p. 152).
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Data Analysis Strategy
Sekaran (2003), noted that “in the data analysis we have three objectives: getting a
feel for the data, testing the goodness of data, and testing the hypotheses developed for the
research” (p. 306). This study used descriptive statistics to get a measurement of the median,
mean, mode and standard deviation of the data that was collected. The Partial Least Square
Structural Equation Modeling (PLS-SEM) for data analysis was ideal for this study as it
attempts to predict the impact the research model’s independent variables have on the
dependent variable. The rationale behind choosing the PLS-SEM for the purposes of this
study was pointed out by Byrne (2001) that, it is a valuable statistical method when
conducting research with causal relationships. Hair, Ringle, and Sarstedt (2011) suggested
that the PLS-SEM when compared to the Covariance based Structural Equation Modeling
(CB-SEM) is better placed for work that has prediction-oriented goals, has more flexibility
with sample sizes, and addresses the issue of whether constructs are formative or reflective.
CB-SEM on the other hand would serve a study best “if the goal is theory testing, theory
confirmation, or comparison of alternative theories” (Hair et al., 2011, p. 144). Data
visualization methods not limited to graphs, scatter plots, and scree plots were leveraged to
succinctly present the analysis performed to show irregular structures, and variance
respectively (Mertler & Vannatta, 2013).
Format for Presenting Results
The format the research results is presented in makes it easy to interpret by readers.
The data collected from the survey was analyzed and presented in this dissertation report.
The figures and outputs from the PLS-SEM and SPSS tools used for data analysis were
presented in the results chapter of this report, and the screenshots also added in the
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appendices. All validity test results such as the Cronbach’s alpha were presented in table
form for easy interpretation. The survey template that was used for data gathering was
presented in the appendices, including the approved IRB. The relevant Nova Southeastern
University Dissertation Guide for the College of Engineering and Computing Doctoral for
students was followed for guidance on the presentation of the research report.
Resource Requirements
Resources used for the purpose of this study include a laptop, journals, books, peerreviewed articles and other sources of credible literature that were leveraged to support this
study. The primary resource that was relied upon to access all the relevant literature and
information for this study was the Alvin Sherman Library of Nova Southeastern University.
Also, Google Forms was leveraged for the administering of the survey questionnaire and
collection of data. The experts for the Delphi study, and participants for the pilot test were
also vital resources for this study. Since this study used a survey, meaning the involvement of
human subjects, a signed and approved IRB form was first secured before the data gathering
exercise commenced. SPSS and Smart PLS 3.0 were used for the analysis of the data
collected, interpretation and presentation of the results in an acceptable and professionally
academic format.
Summary
The chapter covered the research design used for this study. The research strategy
considered suitable for this study was quantitative research. It was based on a survey because
this study sought to establish associations and relationships between certain constructs that
were used. Ensuring validity and reliability in the research was important. Therefore, content,
convergent, discriminant, and construct validity were established in this study.
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Nonprobability sampling design was used because this study collected data from a specific
target group, and in the case of this study, mobile device users. The data analysis strategy
involved the use of SPSS and PLS-SEM. The research results were presented in the relevant
sections and in the appendices whilst taking guidance for the presentation of the overall
report from the relevant Nova Southeastern University Dissertation Guide for the College of
Engineering and Computing for doctoral students. The resources required for the research to
be adequately completed were available and easily accessible.
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Chapter 4
Results
Pre-Analysis Data Screening
This study was conducted using a quantitative approach that collected data through a
web-based survey designed with a 7-Point Likert scale (see Appendix A). Prior to the main
data collection, a Delphi study was conducted, followed by a pilot study. The Delphi study
tasked 11 experts with the validation of the constructs used in the research. The team of 11
experts was composed of a Chief Information Security Officer (1), Information Security
Analysts (3), Mobile Device Management Engineers (3), Threat and Vulnerability Manager
(1), Senior Mobile Applications Developer (1), Information Technology Risk Manager (1),
and an Incident Response Engineer (1). Through their expert feedback and validation of the
meanings and operationalizations of the variables, the needed changes were made to the
survey items.
To ensure the survey instruments reliability, a pilot study was conducted with 20
participants. The participants were composed of neighbors, work colleagues and friends.
Some of the survey responses in the pilot study were missing data, and it was determined the
issue was due to the researcher not marking all the survey items as ‘required’. This issue was
addressed by marking all the survey items as ‘required’ in the survey instrument. Based on
the results from the pilot study, changes and adjustments were also made to the survey by
correcting mistakes and wording the items more clearly. Furthermore, the pilot study gave a
general idea of how much time participants needed for the completion of the survey, and also
helped to identify any survey items that are complex. To ensure the issue of missing values
has been fully corrected, the SPSS frequency method was also used to check.
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The survey link for the main study was sent to friends, neighbors, colleagues at the
researcher’s current place of employment, previous employers, and patronizers of the
researcher’s local library after IRB approval had been obtained (see Appendix B). The crosssectional method was leveraged in the collection of data during the months of November and
December 2018. The cross-sectional method was appropriate because there was no need for
the collection of data at different points in time as is prescribed by the longitudinal approach.
The individual unit of analysis was used for this study. Convenience sampling was used to
collect the data through the survey link sent to approximately 1,200 – 1,300 individuals. The
survey link was sent to them through email, social media platforms (Facebook, LinkedIn),
WhatsApp messaging and regular text messaging. There were 390 responses received thus
meeting the 30% – 40% response rate that was anticipated.
The IBM SPSS tool was used to perform descriptive statistics to analyze outliers,
normality, and also get a measurement of the median, mean, mode and standard deviation of
the data that was collected. The Smart PLS 3.0 tool was used to perform Partial Least Square
Structural Equation Modeling (PLS-SEM) for the data analysis of this study. The rationale
behind performing the PLS-SEM was pointed out by Byrne (2001) that, it is a valuable
statistical method when conducting research with causal relationships. Additionally, Hair,
Ringle, and Sarstedt (2011) suggested that the PLS-SEM when compared to the Covariance
based Structural Equation Modeling (CB-SEM) is better placed for work that has predictionoriented goals, has more flexibility with sample sizes, and addresses the issue of whether
constructs are formative or reflective.
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Mahalanobis Distance and Box Plot
The Mahalanobis distance was used to identify and eliminate multivariate outliers.
Using SPSS analysis, there were 8 outliers identified out of which the values for the cases of
25, 388, 197, 6, and 355 were noted to be above 79.63 (Appendix C Mahalanobis Distance).
The critical value of chi-square at p < .001 was used for the calculation of Mahalanobis
distance with degrees of freedom (df) =38 yielding a result of 59.703 from the chi-square
distribution table. According to Mertler and Reinhart (2017), “the accepted criterion for
outliers is a value for Mahalanobis distance that is significant beyond p < .001, determined
by comparing the obtained value for Mahalanobis distance to the chi-square critical value”
(p. 31). Two of the values were dropped for being the highest extreme values and the
Mahalanobis distance was rerun (see Appendix D Rerun of Mahalanobis Distance). Mertler
and Reinhart (2017) pointed out that outliers should not be automatically dropped from the
analysis since they may be interesting cases and perfectly legitimate, rather than considered
bad. Running the Mahalanobis distance again with 388 cases, there were now 6 outliers
identified with cases 196, 6, 354, 68, and 13 showing to have extreme values.
Normality and Scatter Plot
The variables in the study were aggregated into independent and dependent variables
for a test of normality to be conducted. The Skewness and Kurtosis before deleting 2 of the
most extreme outliers as evident in the box plot were .814 and .395 respectively (see
Appendix C). The values for the Skewness and Kurtosis dropped to .718 and .069
respectively when the 2 extreme outliers were deleted. Analyzing the results from the
normality test done after deleting the 2 extreme cases, the data showed normal distribution.
According to Hair et al. (2017), the guideline for accepting a distribution as normal is if its
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skewness and kurtosis is in the range of -1 to +1. Mertler and Reinhart (2017) suggested that
that statistical options, data visualization and graphical methods not limited to skewness,
kurtosis, Kolmogorv-Smirnov statistic with Lilliefors significance level, ANOVA, histogram,
normal P-P plot of regression, and scatter plots should be leveraged to check data for
normality, linearity and variance. The statistical outputs and normality graphs for this showed
that the data distribution was normal. The cases were almost on the diagonal line for both the
normality Q-Q and normality P-P regression plots, and the scatter plot also formed a
rectangular shape which shows that the distribution is normal (see Appendix D Rerun of
Mahalanobis Distance and Appendix E Normality and Scatter Plot).
Data Analysis
Data analysis was performed using the Smart PLS 3.0 tool. The tests performed
included factor loading, model fit, construct reliability and validity, discriminant validity,
outer loading, path coefficients, and bootstrapping. The PLS algorithm was run and the factor
loadings met the acceptable value of 0.70 with the exceptions of RE4 (0.490), RE5 (0.396),
MDSU5 (0.503), MDSU6 (0.244), and MDSU7 (0.320) (see Appendix F).
Construct Reliability and Validity
Based on further analysis of the construct reliability and validity output, the average
variance extracted (AVE) for RE and MDSU were 0.438 and 0.358 respectively which are
not considered reliable as they do not meet the accepted value of 0.5 or higher see (see
Appendix G). However, the constructs used in this study had Cronbach’s alpha and a
composite reliability ranging between 0.7 and 1.0, therefore indicating reliability. The
reliability processing result is considered an acceptable significant level of reliability if the
various variables each return a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.7 or more (Gray et al., 2009). Gefen et
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al (2000) also pointed out that a value of 0.70 at least should be achieved as it is the lower
limit for Cronbach’s alpha internal consistency reliability in confirmatory research.
The AVE for RE and MDSU improved to 0.568 and 0.513 respectively, thus meeting
the accepted value of 0.5., when the latent variables RE4 (0.490), RE5 (0.396), MDSU5
(0.503), MDSU6 (0.244), and MDSU7 (0.320) were deleted and the PLS algorithm was run
again. Hair et al. (2017) pointed out that an average variance extracted (AVE) of 0.5 or
higher is acceptable. The findings from the Cronbach’s alpha, composite reliability, and AVE
show that the measurement items used in this study exhibit convergent validity (see Table 2,
Appendix H and Appendix I).
Table 2
Construct Reliability and Validity

Mobile Device Security Usage
Mobile Self-Efficacy
Perceived Response Cost
Perceived Threat Severity
Perceived Threat
Susceptibility
Protection Motivation
Response Efficacy

Cronbach's
Alpha
0.746
0.912
0.933
0.931

rho_A
0.803
0.92
0.974
1.007

Composite
Reliability
0.833
0.938
0.942
0.946

Average
Variance
Extracted (AVE
0.513
0.791
0.673
0.778

0.740
0.881
0.746

0.827
0.882
0.868

0.834
0.926
0.833

0.526
0.808
0.568

The model fit was analyzed after running the PLS algorithm. As pointed out by Hu
and Bentler (1998), when it is applied in CB-SEM, an SRMR value less than 0.08 indicates a
good fit. Although the relevance of the model fit in a PLS-SEM context is discussed in the
literature, Hair et al. (2012) pointed out that the distinct statistical concepts of both the CBSEM and PLS-SEM makes them more complementary as the weakness of one is the strength
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of the other. The SRMR for this study’s model fit was 0.066 which is less than the 0.080
value, therefore indicating a good fit (Hair et al., 2017) (see Table 3 and Appendix I). Hair et
al. (2017) defined the model fit’s SRMR as a “standardized root mean square residual” (p.
13).
Table 3
Model Fit and Accepted Values

SRMR
d_ULS
d_G
Chi-Square
NFI

Saturated Model
0.066
2.629
0.973
2,103.02
0.781

Estimated Model
0.090
4.794
1.069
2,250.54
0.766

Discriminant Validity
Henseler, Ringle, and Sarstedt (2015) stated that “discriminant validity ensures that a
construct measure is empirically unique and represents phenomena of interest that other
measures in a structural equation model do not capture” (p. 116). To determine discriminant
validity, Chin (1998) proposed that each variable’s loading to itself must be greater in value
compared to its cross-loadings with other variables. Fornell and Larcker (1981) explained
that discriminant validity is established when the latent variable has a higher variance in its
associated variables compared to its values when cross-loaded with other constructs in the
same model. The results of the discriminant validity test in this study showed that the
diagonal loadings are greater than all their cross-loadings. Discriminant validity is therefore
evident in the measurement items of this study (see Table 4 and Appendix I).
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Table 4

Mobile Device
Security Usage

0.717

Mobile SelfEfficacy

0.622

0.890

Perceived
Response Cost

0.267

0.187

0.820

Perceived
Threat Severity

0.167

0.098

0.259

0.882

Perceived Threat
Susceptibility

0.132

0.080

0.193

0.685

0.725

0.515

0.519

0.139

0.058

0.149

0.899

0.495

0.409

0.15

0.202

0.205

0.332

Protection
Motivation
Response
Efficacy

Response Efficacy

Protection
Motivation

Perceived Threat
Susceptibility

Perceived
Threat Severity

Perceived
Response Cost

Mobile
Self-Efficacy

Mobile Device
Security Usage

Discriminant Validity

0.754

Findings
The Smart PLS 3.0 tool was used to test the hypotheses suggested in this study.
Bootstrapping with a 500 re-sampling was performed to test the significance of the research
model’s paths. The bootstrapping performed produced a t-statistics (t-values) that shows the
significance in the structural path (see Appendix J). The independent constructs exhibited
variance towards the dependent construct with protection motivation showing 30 percent
explained by perceived threat severity, perceived threat susceptibility, perceived response
cost, response efficacy, and mobile self-efficacy. Mobile device security usage showed 26
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percent explained by protection motivation (see Figure 2, Appendix H and Appendix I for the
R-Square output).
Based on the analysis and as shown in Table 5, it is evident that protection motivation
was not positively influenced by perceived threat severity (t=2.158, p=0.031), and positively
influenced by perceived threat susceptibility (t=2.554, p=0.011). Protection motivation
surprisingly was not influenced by perceived response cost (t=0.803, p=0.422). However, the
remaining two coping appraisal constructs, response efficacy (t = 2.538, p=0.011), and
mobile self-efficacy (t = 8.472, p = 0.000) showed to positively influence protection
motivation. Mobile device security usage shows it is positively influenced by protection
motivation (t=11.077, p=0.000). The PLS analysis with all the data points are shown in
Figure 2 below.

Figure 2. PLS Analysis Result for Mobile Device Security Usage
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Hair et al (2011) pointed out that “the individual path coefficients of the PLS
structural model can be interpreted as standardized beta coefficients of ordinary least squares
regressions” (p. 147). Perceived threat severity (β=-0.145, p<0.05) surprisingly showed a
negative effect on protection motivation, in contrast to the hypothesis (H1), and perceived
threat susceptibility (β=0.178, p<0.05) showed a significant and direct positive effect on
protection motivation. Thus, H1 of the hypotheses was not supported while H2 was
supported. Also, in contrast to the hypothesis (H3), perceived response cost (β=0.036,
p<0.05) did not show to have a significant effect on protection motivation. Nevertheless, the
two other coping appraisal constructs in this study, which are response efficacy (β=0.132,
p<0.05) and mobile self-efficacy (β=0.458, p<0.01) had significant and positive effects on
protection motivation. Thus, H3 was not supported, while H4 and H5 were supported.
Protection motivation (β=0.515, p<0.01) had a significant and direct positive effect on
mobile device security usage. Thus, H6 of the hypotheses was supported (see Table 5).
Table 5
Summary of Hypotheses Tests
Path Coefficient

t Value

p Value

Support

-0.145

2.158

0.031

No

Perceived Threat Susceptibility > Protection Motivation
0.178

2.554

0.011

Yes

Perceived Response Cost ->
Protection Motivation

0.036

0.803

0.422

No

Response Efficacy -> Protection
Motivation

0.132

2.538

0.011

Yes

Mobile Self-Efficacy ->
Protection Motivation

0.458

8.472

0.000

Yes

Protection Motivation-> Mobile
Device Security Usage

0.515

11.077

0.000

Yes

Perceived Threat Severity ->
Protection Motivation
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
Mobile device security usage by mobile device users is critically important to protect
their data from breach. From the results of the survey data analyzed and depicted in Figure 2,
perceived threat severity did not have a positive effect on protection motivation as
anticipated. The study by Claar and Johnson (2011) on home personal computer security
adoption behavior found a negative relationship between perceived threat severity and
computer security usage (dependent variable). Similarly, the study by Posey et al. (2015) on
the factors that motivate employees to protect their organizations from information security
threats, also showed that perceived threat severity had a negative effect on protection
motivation. Thus, the finding from this study and the previous studies highlighted which also
leveraged PMT, emphasize the position that the coping appraisal process is a more
significant factor in increasing users’ protection motivation than the threat appraisal process
(Milne, Sheeran, and Orbell, 2000; Posey et al., 2015; Rippetoe & Rogers, 1987). It can be
inferred from this finding that the confidence of mobile device users in the effectiveness of
the available response efficacy and their mobile self-efficacy to protect their mobile devices
leads them to minimize or dismiss the severity of perceived threats. It is evident that mobile
device users perceive threat susceptibility as a necessary factor that leads them to want to
perform security measures that will protect their devices from data breach. This finding is not
surprising as it is backed by the literature. Dang-Pham and Pittayachawan (2015), argued that
users are motivated to protect themselves if they perceive susceptibility to threats. Similarly,
Posey et al. (2015) considered threat susceptibility to be a “major component in the threat
appraisal process and overall formation of insiders’ protection motivation” (p. 14). Herath
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and Rao (2009) noted that the protection motivation by an individual is based on the
perceived vulnerability to the threat. According to Workman et al. (2008), the perception of
being vulnerable to threat leads to an assessment of coping appraisals that motivates users to
protect themselves.
Furthermore, from the results, it is obvious that mobile device users consider as
important, the response efficacy of the security measures available to mitigate data breach
threats. This study’s finding is not contrary to the literature. Posey et al. (2015) asserted that
response efficacy more than the threat appraisal constructs, plays a more significant role in
forming protection motivation. Johnston and Warkentin (2010) also observed that, “moderate
to high levels of response efficacy are associated with positive inclinations of threat
mitigation whereby a recommended response is enacted” (p. 553). Similarly, from earlier
literature that corroborates this study’s finding, Davis, Bagozzi, and Warshaw (1989) posited
that an influential predictor of protection motivation is response efficacy.
Contrary to findings from previous studies, the results from this study did not show
that the perceived response cost of security measures influences the protection motivation of
mobile device users to secure their devices from data breach. The insignificant relationship
shown by perceived response cost in this study can be attributed to the significant level of
influence response efficacy and mobile self-efficacy have on protection motivation.
According to Boss et al. (2015) and Posey et al. (2015), in the coping appraisal process of
PMT, response efficacy and self-efficacy must be more than response cost for an individual
to engage in protection motivation. From this study’s findings, it is obvious that the response
efficacy and mobile self-efficacy of mobile device users outweighed their perceived response
cost to engage in protective behavior. Thus, it can be inferred from this study’s findings that
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when mobile device users are highly confident in their response efficacy and mobile selfefficacy against security threats, their perceived response cost does not have any significant
influence on their protective security behavior.
The mobile self-efficacy of mobile device users as shown by the results, significantly
influences their motivation to protect their devices from data breach. The finding is very
much in conformity to the literature. Posey et al. (2015) posited that self-efficacy is a high
significant predictor of protection motivation in numerous and different contexts. Keith et al.
(2015) also noted that adopting a mobile self-efficacy construct presents a more rigorous
approach to understanding the protection behavior of mobile device use. Self-efficacy has a
significant positive impact on users’ intent to protect themselves (Johnston & Warkentin,
2010). Findings from earlier research such as Chan et al. (2006), noted that mobile selfefficacy will lead mobile device users to develop an intention to protect their devices.
It is also very apparent from the results of this study that the mobile device security
usage of mobile device users is significantly influenced by their motivation to protect their
devices from data breach. The existing literature fully supports this finding. Posey et. al
(2015) posited that the impact of protection motivation on behavior is not only significant but
positively so. Johnston and Warkentin (2010) citing Rogers (1983) asserted that when threat
appraisals and coping appraisals are at moderate-to-high levels, an individual’s protection
motivation is equally increased, thereby significantly influencing actual behavior. The
stronger the intent to comply with security measures, the likelihood of actual compliance
(Pahnila et al., 2007). Rogers (1983) posited that protection motivation is the variable that
drives change in behavior.
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Discussion
The interpretation of the level of significance in this study follows the position by
Hair et al. (1995) that a t-value above or equal to 1.96 is considered significant and
acceptable for research values with a two-tailed test at a 5% significance level. Based on the
PLS analysis conducted in this study and results presented in Figure 2, it was evident that
protection motivation is negatively influenced by perceived threat severity, but positively
influenced by perceived threat susceptibility, response efficacy, and mobile self-efficacy at
30 percent. Furthermore, the relationship between these constructs and protection motivation
were significant showing perceived threat severity (t = 2.158), perceived threat susceptibility
(t = 2.554) and response efficacy (t = 2.538). Mobile self-efficacy particularly showed a
strong relationship with protection motivation at a value of t = 8.472. This implies that the
level of motivation for mobile device users to undertake positive protective measures that
will secure their mobile devices is heavily driven by their assessment of the probability of
being vulnerable to these threats, and the level of confidence in the mitigating controls, and
in their own abilities to adequately use the mitigating controls. It is recommended that
organizations, especially those that leverage mobile devices make the effort to better
understand how employees handle security threats and their usage of mobile device security.
Since the results of this study shows that mobile device security usage is based on personal
behavior, it is also recommended that organizations focus more on the psychological aspects
of user behavior through information security awareness programs, rather than solely relying
on the conventional compliance approach which is based only on organizational security
policies.
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Mobile device security usage is explained by protection motivation at 26 percent.
Protection motivation has a significantly high t-value of 11.077 which is well above the
acceptable value of 1.96 recommended by Hair et al. (1995). This implies that the usage of
mobile device security by mobile device users is based on their level of motivation to protect
their devices from the security threats of data breach.
This study presents theoretical implications. It contributes to the literature in the IS
security domain, primarily filling the existing gap in the literature by focusing on specific
emerging technology trends and their associated security threats. Past studies in the IS
security domain focused more broadly on computing systems and security. Also, previous
research attempts around mobile devices in the IS security domain have mainly focused on
areas such as information disclosure and location-based services on mobile devices (Keith et
al., 2013), smartphone information security awareness (Allam et al., 2014), user attitude and
mobile device usage participatory programs (Lee et al., 2016), and users perceived concerns
and benefits of mobile device usage (Lebek et al., 2013). Other research attempts
investigated the usage of mobile devices in unconventional ways in areas such as: learning
(Martin & Ertzberger, 2013), healthcare (Boruff, & Storie, 2014), and finance (Fenu & Pau,
2015). The findings from this study contributes to the existing literature by demonstrating the
effects of perceived threat severity, perceived threat susceptibility, perceived response costs,
response efficacy, mobile self-efficacy, and protection motivation on the actual information
security usage behavior of mobile device users in the context of data breach, a research area
that had remained unexplored.
Furthermore, this study’s focus on actual security usage behavior adds to the existing
literature by demonstrating that mobile device users’ protection of data from breach goes
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beyond users’ intention to users’ actual behavior. Intention serves as an antecedent of
behavior and there is an expectation that users carry out their intentions (Ajzen, 1985).
Several past studies in the IS security domain relied on behavioral intention as the dependent
variable (Anderson & Agarwal, 2010; Dinev & Hu, 2007; Johnston & Warkentin, 2010;
Yoon & Kim, 2013). This study adds to those past research works and consequently the
existing literature through the introduction of ‘mobile device security usage’ as a dependent
construct that focuses on actual security behavior. Past security studies’ reliance on
intentions rather than actual behavior is limiting to theory development and theory validation
(Crossler et al., 2013). Boss et al. (2015) also pointed out that “actual behaviors are important
for ISec research because the end goal is to change security behaviors, not just security
intentions” (p. 46).
Another theoretical implication of this study’s findings is that it reinforces the PMT’s
capacity to predict user behavior based on threat and coping appraisals. Boss et al. (2015)
and Posey et al. (2015), posited that the PMT is based on threat appraisal and coping
appraisal, and how these two components influence protection motivation. For the purposes
of this study, the PMT was extended as exhibited in Figure 1 to suggest that users can take
recommended responses to threats, specifically within the context of mobile device security
usage towards data breach. The use of the ‘mobile device security usage’ construct and the
subsequent findings from this study adds to the literature by highlighting how the actual
security behavior of users leveraging mobile device security features such as backup,
firewall, authentication, anti-virus, anti-malware, and patching (software and system updates)
helps to protect data from breach. Thus, re-emphasizing the importance of actual behavior in
the IS security literature and research (Boss et al., 2015; Crossler et al., 2013).
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An additional theoretical implication of this study is that it broadens the use of PMT
to a relatively unexplored but relevant area in the IS security domain. Thus, an empirical
assessment of mobile device users’ information security behavior in the context of data
breach. Given the prevalent vulnerabilities of mobile devices to data breach compared to
conventional systems (Ben-Asher et al., 2011; Leavitt, 2011; Li & Clark, 2013; Oberheide &
Jahanian, 2010; Tu & Yuan, 2012) and the need for users to take special measures to reduce
or prevent them (Das & Khan, 2016; He et al., 2015; O’Neill, 2014; Tu and Yuan, 2012; Tu
et al., 2015), this study’s use of the PMT reinforces its capacity to be leveraged in different
user information security behavior contexts. Herath and Rao (2009) noted that PMT can be
explored and applied in a variety of information security contexts.
There are practical implications presented by this study. This study found that
protection motivation influences the usage of mobile device security. There is also evidence
of a high impact of mobile self-efficacy on protection motivation from this study. The
practical implication is that information security training programs must be designed by
practitioners to target the mobile self-efficacy of device users. Thus, a continuous
improvement of users’ information security skills to reflect changes in mobile device
technology and enhance their abilities to leverage it on an ongoing basis. This re-emphasizes
the call by Harris et al. (2014) for more frequent mobile device training due to the rapidly
changing nature of mobile device technology. The security trainings practitioners provide
mobile device users should include awareness on the susceptibility of users’ mobile devices
to data breach risks, including but not limited to virus, malware, Trojans, phishing, malicious
website sites and applications (Edwards, 2015).
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Another practical implication from this study is that practitioners must design mobile
device management systems with processes and procedures that enables users to take
practical steps at protecting their devices. Tu et al. (2015) advocated that users should be
given access to countermeasures designed against the loss or theft of mobile devices.
Additionally, practitioners must design programs to boost the confidence of mobile device
users in their abilities to effectively work through such device management systems,
processes and procedures. This practical implication complements the suggestions by Slusky
and Partow-Navid (2012) and He (2013) for practitioners to design mobile device security
training that targets both users’ knowledge of security issues and their practical know-how of
dealing with them. Such a practical approach will create an environment and culture where
peer-to-peer review, collaboration and assistance on security issues is promoted among
mobile device users. This will encourage mobile device users to believe in their know-how of
protective security measures, thereby increasing their conformity and willingness to
continuously apply them to their mobile devices (Tu et al., 2015).
Limitations and Future Studies
The scope of this research was restrictive to information security behavior as it relates
to mobile device users. Also, within the context of mobile device security, the scope of this
study was limited to the constructs that represent the PMT core nomology. Hence the use of
perceived threat severity, perceived threat susceptibility, response cost, response efficacy,
self-efficacy, protection motivation, and security related behaviors. There was the exclusion
of maladptive rewards and fear from the scope of this study. The expectation is that future
studies on mobile device security leveraging PMT will include maladptive rewards and fear
to represent the full nomology.
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The result from this study unexpectedly shows that mobile device users’ perceived
response cost of security measures has no significant effect on their level of motivation to
protect their devices from data breach. It is therefore proposed that future research in mobile
device security pay particular attention to perceived response cost and study this construct
further.
The data collected for this study was restricted to mobile device users in the United
States of America. It is a recommendation of this study that future studies broaden the
populations from which data is collected to include other geographic regions besides the
United States of America. Additionally, future studies should consider data collection from
populations sampled on the basis of culture, as a study leveraging such data criteria in this
area of user information security behavior could possibly reveal some interesting findings.
Additionally, this study leveraged an online survey, also known as web-based survey
for data collection. The limitation presented by web-based surveys is self-selection bias.
Prospective respondents who feel they can appropriately complete a web-based survey and
have knowledge of the subject matter may be the only ones who complete it. This limitation
impacts the generalization of this research in terms of the general population studied.
Summary
The primary premise on which this study was conducted was the identification and
definition of an existing problem within the field of Information Systems. Thus, an empirical
assessment of the information security usage behavior of mobile device users in the context
of data breach. The introduction of this study also gave a background on the area of the
research. Based on the review of previous literature, which were mentioned, this study sought
to assess the effect that perceived threat severity, perceived threat susceptibility, perceived
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response costs, response efficacy, and mobile self-efficacy have on shaping the protection
motivation of mobile device users and determine whether that in turn leads to their usage of
mobile device security. There was a presentation of a research question and based on that the
development of hypotheses and a research model proposed. Also, barriers and issues that
were faced in this study’s attempt at proposing a solution to the problem were presented.
The literature review in this study highlighted and synthesized literature from other
previous research studies and sources that examined user information security behavior. The
foundational theory relied upon for this study is protection motivation theory (PMT).
According to Floyd, Prentice-Dunn, and Rogers (2000), “the protection motivation concept
involves any threat for which there is an effective recommended response that can be carried
out by the individual” (p. 409). Herath and Rao (2009) also noted that PMT shows
individuals’ protection motivation is based on perceived threats to themselves and their
surroundings, and individuals cope with threats based on two processes: appraising the threat,
and a coping appraisal in which the options to reduce or mitigate the threats are assessed.
Overall, the literature review showed the constructs, findings, and contributions from
previous literature, as well as existing gaps that needs further research.
The research design used for this study was captured in the Research Method chapter.
The research strategy that was considered suitable for this study was the quantitative survey
approach. The survey instrument, its reliability and validity, sample data, and data collection
techniques were discussed. Nonprobability sampling design was used because data was
collected from a specific target group, and in the case of this study, mobile device users. To
ensure the reliability and validity of the instruments used in this research, a Delphi study was
conducted using 11 subject matter experts. Additionally, a pilot study with 20 participants
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was conducted before the main survey. Data analysis was done using SPSS and Smart PLS
3.0. Statistical tests conducted included Mahalanobis distance, normality, factor analysis,
construct reliability and validity, PLS algorithm and bootstrapping. The interpretation of the
various results from the statistical tests performed in this study have been presented in
chapter 4 and in the appendices. The rejection or support of the hypotheses in this study were
based on the analysis of the statistical results. The concluding chapter of this study presented
implications of the findings, recommendations, limitations and suggestions for future
research.
Terrel (2016) pointed out that a research problem investigated must have theoretical
or practical significance. The focus and findings of this study is believed to have brought
some clarity on mobile device users’ information security behavior in the context of data
compromise or breach. It deepened the understanding of elements that motivates mobile
device users to protect data assets from data breach. Thus, it highlighted the psychological
process that leads to the actual usage of mobile security by mobile device users. Furthermore,
the use of PMT in this study to develop a research model within the context of mobile device
security usage, brings additional insight to the existing literature. Also, there have been
discussions on user autonomy in previous studies of which Warkentin and Willinson (2009)
noted that systems’ vulnerability, are more significant when users wield greater security
decision making. The findings from this study sheds light on this ongoing discussion as it
highlights how mobile device users, who wield autonomy in their security decision making
behave to secure their mobile devices from data threats. Finally, the research model
developed in this study will serve as an insightful premise for future research looking to
extend the PMT constructs in an area of study in mobile device security
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Appendix B:
IRB Approval
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Appendix C:
Mahalanobis Distance and Stem & Leaf Plot

Descriptives
Statistic
Mahalanobis Distance

Mean

38.9000000

95% Confidence Interval for

Low er Bound

37.4252598

Mean

Upper Bound

40.3747402

5% Trimmed Mean

38.0948167

Median

35.9621763

Variance

.75009126

219.428

Std. Deviation

14.81311556

Minimum

14.67787

Maximum

91.15588

Range

76.47800

Interquartile Range

18.92554

Skew ness

.814

.124

Kurtosis

.395

.247

Extreme Values
Case Number
Mahalanobis Distance

Std. Error

Highest

Low est

Value

1

25

91.15588

2

388

88.77158

3

197

80.71384

4

6

80.42758

5

355

79.63766

1

36

14.67787

2

78

14.82615

3

60

14.90735

4

51

15.19698

5

5

15.25854
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Tests of Normality
Kolmogorov-Smirnov a
Statistic
Mahalanobis Distance

.085

df

Shapiro-Wilk
Sig.

390

.000

Statistic
.953

df

Sig.
390

.000

a. Lilliefors Significance Correction

Mahalanobis Distance Stem-and-Leaf Plot
Frequency

Stem &

Leaf

3.00
1 . 444
22.00
1 . 5555666677778888999999
37.00
2 . 0000000001111111112222222233333444444
55.00
2 .
5555555555666666666666667777777788888888888899999999999
64.00
3 .
0000000000000001111111111111122222222222333333333333444444444444
52.00
3 . 5555555555555566666666666677777778888888888999999999
48.00
4 . 000000001111111111111222222223333333344444444444
26.00
4 . 55556666666677888889999999
23.00
5 . 00011111111223333344444
21.00
5 . 555556666777788889999
13.00
6 . 0001112222344
10.00
6 . 5556666678
8.00
7 . 11233334
8.00 Extremes
(>=77)
Stem width:
Each leaf:

10.00000
1 case(s)
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Appendix D:
Rerun of Mahalanobis Distance and Stem & Leaf Plot after 2 extreme values deleted

Descriptives
Statistic
Mahalanobis Distance

Mean

38.8994845

95% Confidence Interval for

Low er Bound

37.4526764

Mean

Upper Bound

40.3462927

5% Trimmed Mean

38.1853458

Median

36.1707295

Variance

.73587242

210.105

Std. Deviation

14.49500572

Minimum

14.70125

Maximum

84.17324

Range

69.47200

Interquartile Range

18.87143

Skew ness

.718

.124

Kurtosis

.069

.247

Extreme Values
Case Number
Mahalanobis Distance

Std. Error

Highest

Low est

Value

1

196

84.17324

2

6

80.49381

3

354

79.41314

4

68

79.12901

5

13

77.86653

1

35

14.70125

2

77

14.83723

3

59

15.05615

4

50

15.23553

5

5

15.26269
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Tests of Normality
Kolmogorov-Smirnov a
Statistic
Mahalanobis Distance

.081

df

Shapiro-Wilk
Sig.

388

.000

Statistic
.958

df

Sig.
388

.000

a. Lilliefors Significance Correction

Mahalanobis Distance Stem-and-Leaf Plot
Frequency

Stem &

Leaf

2.00
1 . 44
23.00
1 . 55555666677778889999999
36.00
2 . 000000011111111122222222233333444444
51.00
2 . 5555555555566666666666677777777888888888889999 99999
68.00
3 .
00000000000000000001111111111112222222222233333333344444444444444444
52.00
3 . 5555555555555666666666777777788888888888999999999999
48.00
4 . 000000001111111111112222222222333344444444444444
24.00
4 . 555556666667778888899999
25.00
5 . 0000011111111223333334444
22.00
5 . 5555555677777888888999
12.00
6 . 011112222334
11.00
6 . 56666778999
8.00
7 . 11223334
6.00 Extremes
(>=77)
Stem width:
Each leaf:

10.00000
1 case(s)
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Appendix E:
Normality and Scatter Plot
Model Summaryb
Std. Error of the
Model

R

R Square
.649a

1

Adjusted R Square

.421

Estimate

.412

.539

a. Predictors: (Constant), PM, PTSE, PRC, RE, MSE, PTSU
b. Dependent Variable: MDSU

ANOVAa
Sum of
Model
1

Squares
Regression

df

Mean Square

80.397

6

13.400

Residual

110.729

381

.291

Total

191.126

387

a. Dependent Variable: MDSU
b. Predictors: (Constant), PM, PTSE, PRC, RE, MSE, PTSU

F
46.106

Sig.
.000b
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Appendix F
PLS Analysis with Factor Loadings
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Appendix G:
Model fit, Reliability, Validity, Coefficient and Outer Loading
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Outer Loadings
MDSU1
MDSU2
MDSU3
MDSU4
MDSU5
MDSU6
MDSU7
MDSU8
MSE1
MSE2
MSE3
MSE4
PM1
PM2
PM3
PRC1
PRC2
PRC3
PRC4
PRC5
PRC6
PRC7
PRC8
PTSE2
PTSE3
PTSE4
PTSE5
PTSU1
PTSU2
PTSU3
PTSU4
PTSU5
RE1
RE2
RE3
RE4
RE5
RE6
PTSE1

Mobile Device Security Usage Mobile Self-Efficacy Perceived Response Cost Perceived Threat Severity Perceived Threat Susceptibility Protection Motivation Response Efficacy
0.533
0.771
0.834
0.783
0.503
0.244
0.320
0.508
0.844
0.902
0.924
0.886
0.888
0.920
0.888
0.765
0.824
0.859
0.904
0.872
0.853
0.844
0.604
0.888
0.925
0.936
0.866
0.768
0.758
0.887
0.782
0.261
0.889
0.880
0.545
0.609
0.490
0.396
0.788
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Appendix H:
PLS Analysis after deleting RE5, RE6, MDSU5, MDSU6, and MDSU 7
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Appendix I:
Model fit, Reliability, Validity, Coefficient and Outer Loading
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Outer Loadings
MDSU1
MDSU2
MDSU3
MDSU4
MDSU8
MSE1
MSE2
MSE3
MSE4
PM1
PM2
PM3
PRC1
PRC2
PRC3
PRC4
PRC5
PRC6
PRC7
PRC8
PTSE2
PTSE3
PTSE4
PTSE5
PTSU1
PTSU2
PTSU3
PTSU4
PTSU5
RE1
RE2
RE3
RE4
PTSE1

Mobile Device Security Usage Mobile Self-Efficacy Perceived Response Cost Perceived Threat Severity Perceived Threat Susceptibility Protection Motivation Response Efficacy
0.554
0.813
0.866
0.808
0.443
0.844
0.902
0.924
0.886
0.888
0.920
0.888
0.765
0.824
0.859
0.904
0.872
0.853
0.844
0.604
0.888
0.925
0.936
0.866
0.768
0.758
0.887
0.782
0.261
0.904
0.899
0.540
0.595
0.788
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Appendix J:
Significance with Bootstrapping
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